Enduring
Enduring Beauty
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Kitchens With Style And Substance

Surfaces

It seems like we live in the kitchen. So why not make it both beautiful and

• Counter Tops

practical with the enduring style of natural stone surfaces. It both enriches the

• Backsplashes

environment where you spend countless hours each day, as well as serves as

• Sink

an investment that enhances the value of your home. You see, natural stone whether granite, marble or engineered stone - holds up to the daily demands
of the kitchen environment. It is a practical, functional solution that resists
spills and stains. And the versatility of natural stone is ideal for a wide range
of surfaces including sinks, counter tops, back splashes, islands and kitchen
From modern to classic, natural
stone surfaces can add a beautiful
and practical touch to any kitchen.

desks/work areas. It can also add a perfect decorate accent to complement the
interior design of any room. Let the experts at Firenza Stone show you how
natural stone can beautify your kitchen with a free design consultation.

• Islands
• Work Surfaces
• Decorative Accents
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Bathrooms That Make A Statement

Surfaces

When it comes to bathroom style, natural surfaces bring together the best

• Counter Tops

in both form and function. Whether for daily or infrequent use, granite,

• Baths

marble, travertine and other materials add beauty and a touch of style that

• Garden Tubs

make a statement. And because bathrooms are one of the more frequently
used rooms in the house, durability and resistance to water, soap and cleaning
products is important. Simply put, the right surface can ensure your counter
top, shower or bath will have a look that withstands the test of time. At
Firenza Stone, we’re skilled in the design, selection and installation of a wide
A beautiful inviting bath brings
together style, comfort and
durability that complement your
design style.

range of surfaces. We bring both the ideas and skilled craftsmanship to ensure
a beautiful bathroom. Every time.

• Showers
• Decorative Accents
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The Beautiful Outdoors

Surfaces

Today’s lifestyle brings together style and functionality, whether indoor or

• Cooking Areas

outdoor. So creative outdoor living, dining and relaxation areas are becoming

• Food Preparation Surfaces

a part of a full home experience. So what fits more naturally outdoors than

• Bars & Dining Spaces

natural stone surfaces. This creative approach to living makes a distinctive
statement of relaxed style. From outdoor kitchens and cooking areas to
fireplaces, stone and granite provide a beautiful way to live outdoors. Let
Firenza Stone provide creative ideas and unique materials to make your
outdoor living areas as unique as they are functional.
Live outdoors surrounded by the
beauty and functionality of stone
cooking, dining and relaxation
environments

• Outdoor Fireplaces
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Commercial Style And Durability

Surfaces

When your restaurant, office or other commercial environment calls for

• Bars

distinctive flare and durability, what could be better than the look of

• Counters

granite or marble. These stunning, durable surfaces offer a tasteful way to

• Fire Places

impress guests or clients, while delivering a smart investment that will stand
the test of time. Firenza Stone works with commercial customers such as
restaurants, offices, retailers and other businesses that seek creativity and
quality workmanship. We provide a wide range of material types/hues,
design services, installation and repair/maintenance for dozens of natural and
From restaurants to retailers to
offices, Firenza Stone provides
extensive design, installation and
after-sale capabilities.

engineered stone surfaces. All to ensure your business looks and functions in
a way that leaves a lasting, successful impression with your customers.

• Work Surfaces
• Tables
• Decorative Accents

FOUR GENERATIONS OF STONEWORK CRAFTSMANSHIP

Firenza Stone is family owned and operated, with four generations of
experience in the stone industry. Our team specializes in the fabrication and
installation of granite, marble and engineered stone for kitchens, bathrooms,
deck/fireplace surrounds and custom furniture. We offer a vast selection of
granite, marble and other natural surfaces in hundreds of colors and styles. Our
knowledgeable and experienced staff stands ready to assist you throughout the
design, selection and installation process.
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